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Merseyside Archaeological Society 
publishes three newsletters each year.
Contributions are invited on all aspects of 
archaeology in Merseyside.  If you wish 
to contribute information please contact 
the Newsletter Editor. Please note that 
contributions may have to be edited.
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expressed by contributors to this Newsletter 
are solely those of the author and do not 
necessarily represent those of Merseyside 
Archaeological Society.
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MAS Lecture and Field Trip Programme

Our  lectures are held at The Quaker Meeting House in School Lane in the City Centre. 
The room is booked from 7 p.m. for tea and coffee and lectures start promptly at 7.30. 

All welcome - including non-members.

If you have heard a particularly interesting talk or site visit please pass the information on 
to Maurice as an idea for a future event. mahandley@tesco.net 

MAS 2015 Winter Lecture programme

Thursday, 16th April, 2015 (AGM)
Augustinian lifeways: reconstructing medieval diet, disease and trauma from Norton 
Priory, Cheshire: Shirley Curtis-Summers, the University of Liverpool 

This talk will present key results from recent PhD research on the Norton Priory skeletons 
(12th-16th c. AD); with evidence for diet (from stable isotope analysis) and disease and 
trauma (from osteological investigations). The extent to which a religious way of life had 
an effect on the medieval body will be discussed.

2015 Subscriptions

MAS Subscriptions for the new year were due on 1st January. If you have not yet paid 
your membership fee please do so as soon as possible.

From the Editor

Welcome to the first Newsletter of the year. 2015 brings sweeping changes to the way 
in which archaeology is organised and funded in this country, at the national  and local 
level. This comes at a time when threats to our heritage are as great as ever. It is therefore 
appropriate that much of this issue is dedicated to highlighting some of the important 
changes that are currently taking place. 

MAS Council

Several committee members will be standing down from the MAS Council at the 2015 
AGM in a few weeks time. Under our 2-year rule, our current chairman, Rob Philpott 
must also vacate his position. This will leave a number of Officer and Ordinary posts 
that we wish to fill.  Details of the vacancies are contained in the AGM papers which 
accompany this Newsletter.
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MAS 2015 Field Trip programme

If you are coming on the field trips please let Maurice Handley know  by email (mahandley@tesco.net) or phone 0151 426 8157.

Saturday May 9th - West Kirby Museum and Hog Back Stone: with Christine Longworth

Meet for coffee etc.at 10.30am in the Dee Hotel which is the Wetherspoons pub opposite West Kirby Station.  At approximately 11a.m 
we will take a short  walk along the former railway line to the Museum.  Car drivers may wish to go directly to the Museum where 
there is limited parking.

11.30 Assemble at St Bridget’s Centre, West Kirby. The Centre is located behind St Bridget’s Church in the old village of West Kirby 
on St Bridget’s Lane adjacent to St Bridget’s Primary School. Access is available from St Bridget’s Lane or through the Churchyard 
from Rectory Road and Church Road.

Introduction by Christine Longworth, followed by visit to West Kirby Museum. More information about the museum will be found at 
www.westkirbymuseum.co.uk

12.30 approx. Break for lunch. It is suggested that you bring lunch. There is a room available for the Society’s use in the Centre. Toilets 
are in the building. 

1.30 – 2.30pm St Bridget’s Church: an opportunity to see the hogback (the subject of last January’s lecture) and other features of 
interest inside the church.

2.30pm St Bridget’s churchyard and church exterior, followed by a walk through Old West Kirby.

Saturday June 13th - Walk Mill and Poulton Archaeological Project: with  Kevin Cootes and Ben Jones (the Miller).

Meet at 10.30am in the cafe at Walk Mill (between Tarvin and 
Waverton).  

Walk Mill is a working water driven mill rebuilt on the site of a long 
established fulling mill.  It is an excellent place to see and understand 
how the process worked and also learn about the numerous mills 
on the River Gowy.  There is a pleasant cafe where we can meet for 
coffee  before taking a guided tour of the Mill and a brief look at the 
surrounding area. (http://www.walkmillflour.co.uk/).  We can lunch in 
the cafe or just bring a picnic.  

After lunch we will drive to  the Poulton archaeology site  arriving at 
1.30pm. The Poulton Project was founded in 1995 as a community 
based research excavation to hunt for a lost Cistercian Abbey which 
was recorded as existing for roughly 60 years in the 12th and 13th 
centuries. Although this structure has yet to be found, an extensive 
multi-period archaeological landscape has been revealed. The earliest finds comprise a significant assemblage of Mesolithic, Neolithic 
and Bronze Age flints which indicate extensive activity in the area. The earliest structural evidence is found in the Iron Age, with 
elements of 11 roundhouses so far excavated, characteristic of an aggregated settlement. Later Romano-British field boundaries, 
industrial and structural remains indicate a high status settlement. Later archaeology comprises a significant volume of Saxon pottery 
and the foundations of a medieval chapel with associated graveyard. The Poulton Project is exceptional in the abundance and rarity in 
continuity of settlement. ( http://www.poultonresearchproject.co.uk/contact)

Directions:  From the A55 Chester South by-pass, follow the A51 east towards Nantwich.  After the roundabout turn right at the brown 
sign for Walk Mill.  Follow the route over the Gowy then turn left at the waterwheel.  [Sat. nav. CH3 7RZ ,  Grid. Ref. SJ 483642]

Directions to Poulton from Walk Mill: At the exit turn left to Waverton, then after the canal bridge turn right on the A41 towards Chester.  
At the traffic lights take the A55 towards Wrexham. Exit south towards Wrexham on to the A483 then left at the traffic lights on to the 
B5445 towards Pulford. After passing the Grosvenor Garden Centre, turn left on the Straight Mile to Poulton.  Just after the cross roads 
you will see a security entrance  to the Grosvenor Estate on the left. Further directions on the day. [CH4 9JH, SD 403583]

There may be some rough ground at Poulton - suitable footwear may be needed.  The locations are not accessible by public transport.  
If you require a lift or can offer to take someone who needs a lift please contact Maurice Handley at mahandley@tesco.net or phone 
0151 426 8157. 

Walk Mill near Tarvin. A recently rebuilt working mill.  It 
has a high efficiency water wheel.
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Archaeology Matters: Give the Past a Future

What links rescue archaeology, wrecks, the campaign against treasure hunting, archaeology insurance, industrial archaeology, the 
Young Archaeologist Club and the Festival of Archaeology? Answer: the Council for British Archaeology (CBA). These are all 
subjects that the CBA has campaigned about over the last 70 years. Indeed, without the CBA Britain’s past would have been greatly 
impoverished. No-one else promotes archaeology across the professional, museum and voluntary sectors. Whilst other organisations 
have dropped the word ‘archaeology’ from their titles or use because it might be seen as too narrow (though as it’s the study of the 
physical remains of the human past you can’t get more breadth!) or because they want to appeal to a ‘wider’ professional sector, the 
CBA has championed archaeology as a way of looking at the past and interpreting the present, at a time when archaeology has become 
part of our popular culture. That’s why I was proud to be elected a Trustee of the CBA in 2013.

The CBA is the oldest national campaigning body for archaeology in the UK. Founded in 1944, the Council for British Archaeology 
has acted as the independent champion for archaeology, combating the pressure on Britain’s archaeological monuments and the wider 
historic environment from post-war redevelopment1 and successive waves of boom-and-bust construction to the neglect of property 
and landowners and the threat of the illegal antiquities market. It was instrumental in founding the discipline of Industrial Archaeology2 
and in saving hundreds of industrial sites from demolition. It has supported and promoted voluntary, professional and academic 
archaeology. Its regional groups have been helping local archaeology societies since the 1970s with campaigns to save sites and in 
educating a wider public through conferences and publications. Thus, the CBA has been representing the interests of its members and 
everyone who is active in archaeology in the UK and cares about its future for over 70 years. Recently, 

in 2014 over 7,800 young people participated in their local YAC Branch supported by 600 volunteers;-	

in 2014 a quarter of a million people experienced archaeology across the UK through the Festival of Archaeology;-	

since 2011 51 trainee community archaeologists have carried out year-long work placements;-	

and the CBA continues to champion archaeology in the planning system, and its advocacy work has enhanced protection -	
for wreck sites, set up better systems for safeguarding portable antiquities and pushed for archaeology in the formal education 
curriculum.

The CBA’s main source of income has been withdrawn. 2016 will be the CBA’s first without the funding that has been in place since 
the early days of the organisation in the 1940s. The result is that it will have a third less money to sustain its vital advocacy work 
and participation programmes. The timing of this cut couldn’t be worse, as the practice of archaeology in Britain, whether voluntary, 
professional or academic, faces great uncertainties. This is the result of cuts to the professional archaeology teams advising the local 
planning decisions that protect our archaeological heritage, a reduction in students applying to study archaeology at university and the 
declining membership of many of the traditional local archaeology societies. Furthermore, the number of professional archaeologists 
in the UK has fallen from a peak of c.7,000 in 2008 to around 4,000 in 2013, with a significant loss of the skills needed to drive the 
large-scale archaeology projects and innovative research for which British archaeologists are renowned the world over.

Without increased funding from membership and charitable income, the CBA’s activities will be reduced in the short term and along 
with that, its ability to make a difference now. In a few years there may not even be a Council for British Archaeology to speak up 
for the future of Britain’s past. We can all help save the future of our shared past by becoming a member or donating online at www.
archaeologyuk.org/shop. If those of us who care about the past don’t shout about the current threats who will? Archaeology Matters: 
find out more here www.archaeologymatters.org.uk.

1) Jones G D B J, 1984, Past Imperfect. The Story of Rescue Archaeology. London: Heinemann, 48-52.

2) Palmer M, Nevell M & Sissons M, 2012, Industrial Archaeology: A Handbook. CBA Practical Handbook 21, 1-9.

Mike Nevell, Chair CBA (North West)

Saturday 11th July - Fort Crosby, Hightown: with Mark Adams

Fort Crosby was once one of the major components of the port of Liverpool’s defences. It was established in the early 20th century as 
a battery of three 6 inch naval guns and expanded in World War II to include anti-aircraft defences, searchlight batteries and barracks. 
Towards the end of the war it served as a POW camp but was closed down in the 1950s and finally demolished in the late 1960s. Once 
a significant local landmark, the site is slowly being reclaimed by the dunes or destroyed by erosion, though some sections are still 
visible and will be explored on this walk. Tide and time permitting, we also hope to see evidence of a Neolithic wooden trackway and 
the remains of a post glacial ‘fossil’ forest.There may be some uneven, sandy or muddy surfaces. The walk will be about 4km with 
some walking on sand dunes and wet sandy beach.

Meet at the Hightown Hotel for refreshment etc. at 2pm.  The Hotel  is next to Hightown station on the line to Southport. By road, 
follow the signs to Altcar Training Camp from the A565. [L38 0BA, SD 299036] 



New name for English Heritage Government Advice Organisation

On 1st April 2015, the non-departmental government body English Heritage, which reports to and advises the Dept of Culture, Media 
& Sport (DCMS) will divide into two parts. The nationally owned properties and collections will retain the English Heritage name 
and red logo but will be run by a charitable Trust. So if you are a member of English Heritage and like to visit properties like Beeston 
Castle, Birdoswald Roman fort or Stonehenge, everything will seem very familiar, and your English Heritage membership continues 
as normal. http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/ 
   
The government advice side of our work also continues in much the same way as before, but under the new name of Historic England 
and with a new stripey logo (green for landscape & archaeology, red for buildings and blue for maritime). The split occurs on 1st April 
but the big launch will come in June (as government activities are under election purdah in the run up to May 7th).

The Historic England local office for NW England remains at Canada House, Chepstow Street, Manchester M1 5FW     Tel: 0161 242 
1416 and we now have a twitter account http://www.twitter.com/HE_NorthWest. See our new website on: http://www.historicengland.
org.uk/       

Sue Stallibrass
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Protecting Merseyside’s Heritage

The following article is based on an earlier article which appeared 
in the Bulletin of the Merseyside Industrial Heritage Society: 

Concern has been expressed about Merseyside’s heritage structures 
and sites, particularly following Sir Neil Cossons recent address 
at Merseyside Industrial Heritage Society’s 50th Anniversary 
celebration.  Sir Neil urged the audience to become involved in 
preserving our heritage and ‘recognise what we’ve got and needs 
saving’. Society members can contribute by using their ‘domain 
knowledge’ - that is they know the structures, sites and history of 
their own area. A building may be listed, part of a conservation 
area or in the Historic Environment Record (see below). It may 
be on a list drawn up by another society or heritage group in the 
area.  The borough council may have a local list of historically 
important buildings which will carry some weight if the building 
or site is the subject of a planning application.  Ideally it is best to 
identify buildings which might be threatened or have outstanding 
historic value and ensure they are listed or protected.

Additionally if the building is unoccupied it may be given legal 
protection as a Scheduled Monument.  For example the Cannington 
Shaw Bottle Shop in St Helens is a Scheduled Monument and a 
Grade II Listed Building.  It is in a ruinous condition and is on the 
English Heritage at Risk register.  The Transporter Bridge at Bank 
Quay in Warrington is also a Scheduled Monument ‘at risk’ and listed Grade II*  - the second highest classification. A new group, 
the Friends of Warrington Transporter Bridge has just been started to help preserve the bridge and the St Helens Heritage network is 
actively pursuing the adaptive reuse of the Cannington Shaw structure.

To check for national listing visit the The National Heritage List for England  (http://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/). A building 
name or place name search will produce a list of designated heritage assets and this may include similar buildings which are nearby 
and can be cited in any application or representation.  The Images of England site contains photographs of listed buildings (http://www.
imagesofengland.org.uk/). Note that this website may not have recently listed buildings on it.  

Cannington Shaw Bottle Shop, St Helens.  A Scheduled 
Monument which is listed Grade II and is a building ‘at risk’.  It 
sits forlornly in a Tesco Car Park, neglected and ruinous.  The St 
Helens Heritage Network has formed a group to obtain funding 
to adapt and reuse the building
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Connect at Calderstones

‘Connect at Calderstones’ is a project led by The Reader 
Organisation - a Liverpool based reading charity to engage the 
public with the local heritage of Calderstones Park.  It is part 
of a Heritage Lottery Fund bid to restore the Grade II listed 
Calderstones Mansion House in Calderstones Park and provide 
a new home for the Calderstones.  Although the house dates 
from the 19th Century its name is centuries older and comes 
from six highly decorated megaliths, thought to be the remains 
of a Neolithic passage grave. 

The Calderstones, a scheduled ancient monument, has for the 
past 50 years been located within a park greenhouse and has 
somewhat fallen out of public consciousness.

Working closely with partner agencies The Reader Organisation wishes to re-engage people with their shared heritage through events, 
workshops and projects.   Part of our plan is to conduct a community archaeology dig in the park in conjunction with National 
Museums Liverpool.  This dig will run from 27th April – 8th May.  To register as a volunteer on the site, or get involved in other 
activities associated with the project contact richardmacdonald@thereader.org.uk 

Liz Stewart

It may be worth looking at the criteria for protection as this will help you to assess the value of a site (www.historicengland.org.uk/
listing/). Also worth consulting is the Principles of Selection for Listing Buildings produced by the Department for Culture, Media 
and Sport.  The principles involve architectural and historic merit, age and rarity, state of repair and appearance, and national interest.  
For further guidance on particular types of buildings follow the link to Selection Guides at https://www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/
selection-criteria/listing-selection/.

Some sites may have additional protection because they lie within a Nature Reserve, a Site of Special Scientific Interest, or a Regionally 
Important Geological Site (for example, an abandoned railway cutting).  

Members can keep a watch for planning applications for listed buildings or sites likely to be of particular interest by trawling through 
the local council’s planning web site.  This can be reached from the Planning Portal  (Google ‘planning portal’) or from the council’s 
planning website which may contain weekly lists.  A council may use specific notation for application numbers which can be used 
to simplify the search (e.g. /LBC for listed building consent). Some planning authorities will send lists of planning applications to 
societies and other interested groups. An early indication of sites which might be threatened can be found by consulting the borough 
council’s Local Plan which sets out the strategy for a decade ahead and includes the development of ‘Brownfield’ Sites and the release 
of Green belt land.

In the event of opposing a planning application, the English Heritage guidelines will give a flavour of the jargon which can be used.  At 
this stage it is preferable to make a representation with the backing of a society or other local group.  It might be worthwhile to get the 
council’s conservation officer on board although this may run contrary to the council’s own strategy (for example when the promise of 
jobs is seen as more important than heritage).  Also councils might not have a conservation officer and farm the job out instead.

Parliamentary guidelines place the onus for archaeological investigation on the developer and this can have unsatisfactory implications.  
Developers will have consulted experts and planners at an early stage in the planning application process. They may apply for exemption 
from listing or even destroy a building before it can be listed or recorded.  Some building proposals do not require planning permission, 
for example the conversion of a pub into a fast food outlet, and there is a risk that archaeological or historical features will be damaged 
or lost. 

If possible use ‘domain knowledge’ and stay ahead by getting protection first.  Even though a building cannot be listed nationally 
or locally it can still be recorded on the Historic Environment Record (HER).  This makes it an undesignated heritage asset that 
needs to be considered as part of the planning process and is a step in the right direction.  For more information on the HER visit 
the Merseyside Environmental Advisory Service’s website (www.meas.org.uk/wider-role/historic-environment-record.aspx).  Ben 
Croxford, Merseyside’s HER Officer represents MHER on the MAS Council. It now seems hardly credible that less than 50 years 
ago the Albert Dock was  derelict and its demolition was actively contemplated.  Without the opposition from local societies and 
institutions we would not have the benefit of this superb group of Grade I listed buildings.

Maurice Handley

The Calderstones on their original site in 1825
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Lister Steps Carnegie Community Hub

Significant progress has been made by Lister Steps in their 
quest to regenerate the former Andrew Carnegie Library on 
Green Lane.  Emergency holding works have been ongoing 
since August 2014 and have made the building watertight, 
treated the wet and dry rot, removed the mould, replaced 
severely damaged timbers and recorded the decorative plaster 
in anticipation of the next phase of work.  The building is now 
fully secure, watertight and is drying out ready for conservation 
works to start (funding permitting!).

Lister Steps need to find £800,000 match funding in order to 
successfully receive £4.5 million from the Heritage Lottery 
Fund.  Support from the Heritage Lottery Fund will enable 
Lister Steps to regenerate the building for community use and 
run a programme of heritage themed activities such as test 
pitting, historic building recording, an oral history project, 
site tours, talks and much more.  The building redesign and 
ideas for activities are currently being discussed. Lister Steps 
welcome your input by taking their short online survey: https://
www.surveymonkey.com/s/H8YFMCF or by contacting Kerry.Massheder-Rigby@listersteps.co.uk to arrange for Lister Steps to call 
you.

Kerry Massheder-Rigby

The Poulton Project

The Poulton Project is a multi-period rural excavation 3 miles south of Chester and also the destination for our field trip on 13th 
June. The Project offers students the opportunity to excavate well-preserved archaeology from a variety of periods. Currently, Iron 
Age roundhouses, Roman industrial structures, field boundaries, and the Medieval Chapel and graveyard are available  on their field 
courses. 

The dates for the 2015 season are March 29th-April 17th and 29th June-21st August.  

Contact: Kevin Cootes e-mail: kvecootes@hotmail.co.uk for further details. 

There is also a website:  www.poultonresearchproject.co.uk

Kevin Cootes

Lister Drive Reading Room


